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Abstract--In this paper we introduce a new type of the residue nl,rnher system (RNS), float~-point 
RNS, which can ai~dKcantly increase the range of the n-tubers represented by RNS. The concept 
of the RNS floating-point arithmetics are presented, and the approaches to perform these arithmetic 
operations are proposed. The introduced methods are simple, efficient and easy to implement. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Arithmetic operations in computer systems can be generally classified into two categories, fixed- 
point operations and floating-point operations. Most of the early computer systems adopted 
the fixed-point arithmetic. Since the fixed-point arithmetic an only handle small numbers, the 
application of it is limited to business or small commercial pplications. The scientific application 
involves big number arithmetics, however, and the fixed-point arithmetic is not satisfactory. 
The floating-point arithmetic was proposed in early 1940s to cover the insufficiency ofthe fixed- 
point arithmetic [1]. A floating-point umber is represented by two parts--the xponent and the 
mantissa. In a conventional N-bit digital system, people can choose m bits to represent the 
mantissa, and (N - m) bits to represent the exponent. The range of a number can be expanded 
by the use of the exponent in the floating-point expression. The precision of the number depends 
on the size of the mantissa. The more digits in the mantissa, the better precision can be obtained. 
A residue number system (RNS) is composed of a set of moduli that are independent ofeach 
other. In RNS, an arithmetic operation can be performed on each modulus in parallel, which 
makes RNS attractive to many people. Most of the RNS operations proposed in the literature 
are fixed-point arithmetics. In 1968 Sasaki [2] proposed a base-10 RNS floating-point number 
arithmetic. He used the magnitude index [2,3] to represent an RNS number, but the arithmetic 
based on the magnitude index is complicated. Later in 1974, Kinoshita et aL [4] proposed some 
algorithms for floating-point arithmetics in a symmetric residue number system. In their algo- 
rithm, the RNS numbers need to be converted to mixed-radix numbers before the arithmetics of 
additions, subtractions, multiplications, or divisions can be performed, which makes the floating- 
point operations very difficult. 
The relative number comparison, sign detection, and overflow detection in RNS are always 
difficult. Conventionally people use the mixed-radix number conversion to accomplish them. 
As we know, the mixed-radix number conversion in RNS is a sequential operation and is time 
consuming. Chiang and Lu [5] proposed a convenient method to accomplish them by using the 
parity checking approach. Based on the parity checking technique, we propose a new method in 
this paper to represent the floating-point umber in RNS. 
Similar to a radix-10 number in the conventional floating-point umber system, we represent 
a floating-point ~S number by two parts, the mantissa nd the exponent. Radix-10 number 
expressions are used for both mantissa nd exponent. The normalized floating-point form is 
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adopted. The proposed structure of RNS floating-point umbers is very simple. To transform a
regular RNS number to such RNS floating-point umber, the basic operations required are digits 
shifting of the mantissa nd the incrementing/decrementing of the exponent. No mixed-radix 
number conversion is necessary. All these features make the new approach less complicated and 
more efficient. 
2. RES IDUE NUMBERS 
~.1. Residue Numbers and the Arithmetic of Residue Numbers 
The RNS representation f an integer is defined as follows. Let {mx,mz,. . . ,mn} be a 
set of positive numbers all greater than 1. The mi's are called moduli and the n-tuple set 
{rex, mg, . . . ,  ran} is called the modulus et. Consider an integer number X. For each modulus 
in set {rex,m2,... ,m,} we have zi = X rood mi (denoted as IXIm,). Thus a number X in RNS 
caia be represented as
X = (z l ,z2, . . . ,zn) ,  
given a specific modulus et {ml,  m2, . . . ,  ran}. In order to avoid redundancy, the moduli of a 
residue number system must be pair-wise relatively prime. 
Let M = 1"1~=1 mi. It has been proved, in [6], that if 0 < X < M, the number X is one- 
to-one corresponding to its RNS representation. All the numbers hould be within the dynamic 
range M. If a result of an calculation exceeds M, we say that overflow occurs. 
Let two numbers X and Y be represented in RNS as 
X -- (X l ,X2 , . . . ,g , )  
and 
Y = (Yx,Y2,...,Yn). 
Using ® to denote the operators of addition, subtraction, and multiplication, we can express the 
arithmetic in P~S as follows, 
X ® Y = (zl, z2,... ,  z,) 
where 
z~ = Izi ® Yilm,. 
From the definition of the rood operation, all moduli are positive, z~ may be less than Yi, which 
yields zi - Yi < 0. In the rood operation, if zi - Yi < 0, then zi is defined as 
zi -- mi + (zi -- Yi). (1) 
~.~. Number Comparisons for Residue Numbers 
The number comparison, sign detection, and overflow detection are the key functions in RNS 
arithmetics. People used the mixed-radix number conversion to detect signs, compare numbers, 
and detect overflows previously, which decreased the speed of RNS arithmetic operations. The 
non mixed-radix number conversion method for number comparisons was hence developed [5], 
and is introduced in the following paragraphs. 
Let parity indicate whether an integer number is even or odd. We say two numbers are of 
the same parity if they are both even or both odd. Otherwise the two numbers are said to be 
of different parities. In the RNS representation, the parity of a number can be expressed by 
a redundant modulus 2. If a number is even, the number mod 2 is equal to 0. On the other 
hand, an odd number ood 2 equals 1. In RNS, all moduli are supposed to be odd and pair-wise 
relatively prime. If parities of two numbers are the same, the following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 1. Let X and Y have the same parity and Z = X - Y .  X > Y,  iff Z is an ewn 
number. X < Y,  iff Z is an odd number. 
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PROOF. If X > Y, then X - Y _> 0 and Z equals X - Y. We know from the mathematical 
axioms that the two numbers are with the same parity, and the result of the subtraction should 
be an even number. Therefore, X > Y implies that Z is an even number. 
On the other hand, suppose that Z is an even number and X and Y are with the same parity. 
If X < Y, then X - Y < 0. From equation (1) we have Z = X - Y ÷ M. Since M is an odd 
number and X - Y is even, Z must be an odd number. This contradicts the assumption that Z 
is even. Therefore, if Z is an even number and X and Y are with the same parity, then X > Y. 
If X < Y, then X - Y < 0. From (1) we have Z = X - Y ÷ M.  Since mi's are all odd 
numbers, M should be an odd number. In addition, (X - Y) is an even number and this implies 
that Z is an odd number. Therefore, it is obvious that if X < Y, Z is an odd number. 
On the other hand, suppose that Z is an odd number and X and Y axe with the same parity. 
I fX  >_ Y, then X - Y _> 0. Since X and Y are with the same parity, Z must be an even 
number. This contradicts the assumption that Z is an odd number. Therefore, if Z is an odd 
number and X and Y are with the same parity, then X < Y. 
Theorem 1 shows us a method to compare two numbers if the parities of these two numbers 
are the same. Similarly, if the parities of two numbers are different, then the following theorem 
can tell us which one is bigger. 
THEOREM 2. Let X and Y have different parities and Z = X - Y. X >_ Y, iff Z is an odd 
number. X < Y, iff Z is an even number. 
PROOF. If X _> Y, then X - Y _> 0 and Z equals X - Y. We know that the two numbers 
have different parities, and the result of the subtraction should be an odd number. Therefore, 
X _> Y implies that Z is an odd number. 
On the other hand, suppose that Z is an odd number and X and Y have different parities. If 
X < Y, then X - Y < 0. From Equation (1) we have Z = X - Y + M. Since M is an odd 
number and X - Y is odd, Z must be an even number. This contradicts the assumption that Z 
is odd. Therefore, if Z is an odd number and X and Y have different parities, then X >_ Y. 
If X < Y, then X - Y < 0, from (1) we have Z = X - Y + M. Since mi's are all odd 
numbers, M should be an odd number. In addition, (X - Y) is an odd number and this implies 
that Z is an even number. Therefore, X < Y implies that Z is an even number. 
On the other hand, suppose that Z is an even number and X and Y have different parities. If 
X > Y, then X - Y > 0. Since X and Y have different parities, Z must be an odd number. 
This contradicts the assumption that Z is an even number. Therefore, if Z is an even number 
and X and Y are with different parities, then X < Y. 
The floating-number a ithmetic involves both positive numbers and negative numbers. The 
following definitions and theorems are also from [5] which define the negative numbers and tell 
us how to check the overflow of the addition of two RNS numbers. 
The method used to represent negative numbers in RNS is similar to that used in conventional 
radix number systems. Letting the dynamic range be M, we can define the positive and negative 
numbers as follows. 
DEFINITION 1. //" the dynamic range M = ]-I~'=1 mi, then the range of a positive number X is 
de ned as 0 <_ X < L J, and the range negative number Y is defined as LMJ < Y < M. 
Like the conventional radix number system, the negative numbers, -1 ,  -2 , . . . ,  - (L '~J  - 1), 
are,ep, nted by thenumbe,s, (M-11, (M-2),  ..., (L J + 2), (LMJ + 1), ,espective y. 
Notice here, 0 is considered as a positive number. From Definition 1 we can find that the 
complement of X is M - X. In a similar way, the representation f the complement of a number 
in RNS can be found in the following lemma. 
LEMMA l. Let the modulus et be {rnl, m~,. . . ,  ran}, and the corresponding modulus et of a 
positive number X in RNS be {xl ,x2, . . .  ,xn}. Then, -X  in PtNS can be represented by the 
complement ofX which is equal to ~(ml  - Xl)m:, (m2 - x2)m2,..., (m, - xn)m.}. 
The dynamic range of RNS can be divided into two halves, one for positive numbers and 
the other for negative numbers, as described in Definition 1. Since the moduli are all pair-wise 
relatively prime and are all odd numbers, the maximum positive number is M~.___.£1. A negative 
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number's magnitude can be found by applying Definition 1 and Lemms 1, and it must fall in the 
positive range. In this case, the unsigned number comparisons described in Theorem i and 2 are 
applicable. The following definition is to define overflows in the positive range of the RNS. 
DEFINITION 2. Suppose that two numbers in RNS are X = (z l ,x2 , . . . ,xn)  and Y = 
(Yl,YS,...Yn). Overliow exists i f lX  + Y[ > M~I 
Notice that three cases need to be considered. 
Case 1. 
Case 2. 
Case 3. 
X and Y are both positive numbers. The sum of them is a positive number which 
should be no greater than L~J according to Definition 1. 
X and Y are both negative numbers. The sum of them is a negative number which 
should be no smaller than -L~J  according to Definition 1. Recall that M, the 
product of a set of prime numbers is odd, the absolute value of the sum should be no 
greater than -~7 --~. 
X and Y have different signs, i.e., one is positive and the other is negative, no overflow 
will occur. 
COROLLARY 1. The overflow detection theory in Definition 2 app//es to the addition of only two 
numbers. 
PROOI~'. The maximal number in Definition 2 is (_~:A), sad the maximal sum of two numbers 
is (M - 1) which is within the dynamic range. If there are 3 numbers or more, the maximal 
sum of those numbers is greater than (M - 1) which is out of the dynamic range, and by the 
definition of RNS the sum is not correct. Therefore, the overflow detection theory described in 
Definition 2 is correct only for two-number additions. 
When comparing two signed numbers, 3 cases need to be considered. One number is positive 
and one negative, two numbers are both positive, and two numbers are both negative. The 
following theorem describes the relative number comparisons for two signed RNS numbers. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that there are two numbers X and Y, the number comparison of X and 
Y can be done as follows. 
(1) If X and Y are with different signs, the positive number is greater than the negative 
n u I l~  er  . 
(2) If X and Y are both positive numbers, Theorem 1 and 2 can be applied to compare X 
and Y. 
(3) I f  X and Y are both negative numbers, then tind the absolute values for X and Y,  and 
compare them by Theorem 1 and 2. The number with a greater absolute value is smMler. 
/L3. Muitiplicative Inverse 
Consider the number Ib]m, Szabo and Tanaka [6] defined the multiplicative inverse as follows. 
DEFINITION 3. If  O -- < a < m and ]ab]m = 1, a is called the mtdtiplicative inverse orb mod m, 
and is denoted as Ib-llm. 
Notice that the multiplicative inverse of s number does not always exist. The following theorem 
from [6] describes the condition of its existence and the proof is omitted. 
THEOREM 4. The quantity ib-llrn ex/sts ~ and only if the greatest common divisor orb and m, 
gcd(b,m), is equal to I, and Ibl., ~ 0. /~ this c~e Ib-11,, is unique. 
We have already described several efli©ient methods (given in Theorem 1, Theorem 2, ~nd 
Definition 2) for the number comparison lind overflow detection. These theorems are applied to 
derive the arithmetic algorithms for RNS flo~ting-point numbers in the following sections. 
Residue DnTnF~. systeD~ 
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3.1. Floating-Point Number  Systems 
In a conventional radix number system, a real number X can be expressed as a radix-r number 
with sign-magnitude r presentation in below: 
zk(akak_ l . . .alao • a - la -2  .. .a -h  .. . ). (2) 
The value of X can be calculated by 
k 
| so  
ai wi  
where {ai} is a set of permissible digits with 0 _< ai < r, and {wi} a set of weights with wi = r ~, 
and at,-1 is the most significant digit (MSD) of the number. From a practical point of view the 
number in (2) can be approximated as an m-digit number 
zk(ak-1...ala0 . a - la -2 . . .a -m+t)  (3) 
and its value can be calculated by the appropriate partial sum, 
k-1  
± Y]~ aiwi. 
i=k-rn  
The number expressed in (3) is called "m-precision of X", which is used very often in the fixed 
point operation. 
In the floating-point operation, the number in (3) is represented in the form 
IA, E) (4) 
where A = -} - (0 .Gk-1 . . .a - re+k) ,  referred to as the mantissa, and E = k, referred to as the 
exponent. 
The value of the number is equal to ~(0 .ak-1 .. .a-n+k) × r k. If the digit on the right of the 
radix point is nonzero, the number in (4) is called a normalized floating-point number, otherwise 
it is an unnormalized floating-point number. 
Suppose that the maximum number of the exponent allowed in the floating-point wtmber 
system is Emax. The following definitions define the overflow, underflow, and order-of-magnitude 
zero (OMZ) of a floating-point number. 
DEFINITION 4. A floating-point number  is overtTowed, iff the exponent E is greater than Emax. 
DEFINITION 5. A floating-point number  is underttowed, itr the exponent E is less than - Ema=. 
DEFINITION 6. A floating-point number  is order-of-magnitude zero, i f f  the mantissa A is equal 
to zero, however, the exponent E is not equal to zero. 
If the exponent overflow, the exponent underflow, or the order-of-magnitude zero occurs during 
an arithmetic operation, Table 1 [1] shows the rules of the arithmetics. 
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Table 1. FLP arithmetic opm~ions involving infinities, infinitesimals, OMzs, and 
normal FLP numbers. 
Add i t ion  + and Subt ract ion  - Remarks  
oo :I: N = co; N + e = N  
N-  oo = -oo ;  ~-  N = -N  
o~ + oo = o~; oo 4-e = o~ 
• 4-e---- e; e--co------co 
00- -  ~----- 00; ~- -$~e 
N'4" z = N; z -  N = -N  
Zl .'l- z2 = z.3; 
Mul t ip l i ca t ion  x 
oo x N = oo; g x e = m, oo x oo ffi oo 
• xe=~;  oo x~=oo (or oo x e=~) 
zl × z2 ---- zs; N x Zl ~ z2 
Div is ion  
oo/N = oo; elN = e, N /oo  = e; 
N/e = co; ~/~ = oo, e/oo = ~; 
oo/oo = ~;  e/e = o~ (or e /e  = e) 
za [N = z2 ; N/z = N[O 
both N/z and N/O are suppressed 
N: Normal FLP Number 
oo: Infi~dty 
~: Infmiteai~l 
zi = (0,eD: An OMZ 
Most machines choose 
instead of co × t -- • or 
e/e - • to emphasize the 
alarming cas~ of overflow. 
N/z or N/O will set the 
Zero Divisicm flag. 
3.~. The Representation and the Notation of a Floating-Point Number in RNS 
Consider an n-modulus et, (ml, m2, . . . ,  m,) ,  with the moduli mi's being all odd numbers and 
pair-wise relatively prime. We divide the n-tuple modulus et into two groups, (ml, m2 . . . .  , ink) 
and (mk+l ,mk+2, . . . ,m, ) ,  where 1 _< k < n. Set M - (ml .m2. . . . .mn) ,  MA -- 
(ml • m2 " . . .  • ink), and ME -- (mk+l • mk+~ . . . . .  ran). The range of the numbers in M, MA, 
and ME is defined in a signed residue number system. That is, those numbers in ranges [0, LMJ], 
[0, L~2-~J], and [0, [.~LJ] are positive, and those in ( [MJ ,M) ,  ([M2-~J, MA), and (LM2-~LJ,ME) are 
negative. Base on the radix-10 number system and the sign-magnitude expression, following is 
the definition about the floating-point number in RNS. 
DEFINITION 7. The m-precision floating-point number in RNS is represented as 
(sA, E)  -- sA  x r E (5) 
where s is the sign of  the mantissa, A, the magnitude of  the mantissa in RIVS representation, is
(A1, A2 , . . . ,  Ak)  with A < MA, E,  the exponent in RNS,  is represented as (E l ,  E2 , . . . ,  Em-~)  
with E < ME, and m = Llog~0 AJ  - 1. 
Notice that all numbers in RNS are integer numbers, therefore, the magnitude of mantissa, 
A, in (5) is an positive integer, s is the sign of the mantissa, and is defined as 0 for positive 
numbers and 1 for negative. We have defined the representation f a floating-point number in 
RNS, but can we express a conventional radix-r floating-point number in the KNS floating-point 
number format? The following theorem Tiff answer this question. Without loss of generality, the 
conventional floating-point number in our discussion is based on 10. 
THEOItEM 5. Suppose that there is a conventional f oating-point number  X = (A, E) with A 
consisting o f  rn digits, and an n-modulus et (ml ,  ms . . . .  , ran). We split the modulus set into 
two subsets (ml ,m2, . . .  , ink), and ( mk+ l , mk + 2 , . . . , m,  ), where 0 <_ k <_ n, and the dynamic 
ranges o f (ml ,m2, . . .  ,m~) and (mk+l,m~+2,. . . , ran)  are no smaller than 0.A × 10 m and E 
respectively. There exist a pair of  RNS numbers (A1, A2, . . . ,  Ak) and (El, E2 , . . . ,  E , _ t )  such 
that 
(A, E) = (+(A1, A2, . . . ,  At), (~1, E2 , . . . ,  En-k)).  
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PROOF. A conventional floating-point number with an m-digit mantissa 
(A ,E )  = O.a_la_2. . .a_ m x l0 B 
= a- la -2 . . .a_m x l0 B-m 
= (0.A x 10m,E - m) 
The dynamic range of (ml, m2,.. . ,  mr) ((mk+l,mt+2,.. . ,  ran) respectively) is
MA -- ml • m2".. ." mk (ME = mt+x • mr+2 . . . . .  ran). 
Given the condition 
0.A x 10 m < MA(E < ME) 
in the theorem, and from the property of RNS described in Section 2, there exists an RNS 
number (A1, A2,. . . ,  At) ((El, E2,. . . ,  En-t)  respectively) which is corresponding to 0.A x 10 m 
( (E  - m) respectively). We assume that the number X is a positive number, therefore, a 
conventional floating-point number (A, E) can be expressed in the RNS form 
(+(A1, A2,. . . ,  Ak), (El, E2,. . . ,  E,~-k)) 
given modulus ets (ml, m2,. . . ,  ink) and (ink+l, mk+~,..., ran) respectively. 
All the RNS floating-point number arithmetics are RNS arithmetics. For example, suppose that 
there are two modulus sets (ml ,m2, . . . ,  ink) and (ink+l, ink+2,..., ran), and an RNS floating- 
point number (sA, E) which is equal to 
(s(A1, As, . . .  Ak), (El, E~,. . . ,  En-k)). 
The number (sA x w, E - x) is equal to 
(s([A1 x w],,,,[A2 x w]~, . . . , [Ak  x w],,~k) , 
([El - x]m,+,, [E2 - x]m~+2,..., [E,-k - x]m.)). 
Let w - 10 ~. It is easy to perform, by RNS arithmetics, the operation 
(sA x 10~,E - x)(= (sA, E)), 
which will be used very often in the RNS floating-point addition/subtraction t  be discussed later. 
The maximum number in the mantissa is M~_!. In order to guarantee that the arithmetics in 
the mantissa never overflow, we have to set the magnitude A ~ - i .  
THEOREM 6. /1 e the magnitude of mantissa, A, of an RNS floatlng-point number ~ in the range 
A < ~ then the arithmetics in the mantissa never overflow. -V" -~ , 
PROOF. The multiplication of two numbers is the major problem that will cause the overflow. 
Consider two magnitudes of mantissa, Ax and Ay, the product of Ax and Ay should be less 
than or equal to Ma-  1. When Ax = Ar  = A we have 
A~ < MA -1  
- -  2 ' 
therefore, 
Ax ~_ i (MA2"-- 1) (6) 
That is, if the magnitude of mantissa is less than or equal to o ~  the arithmetics of the V 2 , 
mantissa will never cause any overflow. 
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s=s(x) 
AflXI 
El0 
Yes ~1 ~ 
EffiE+I EfF_,-1 
A " " 
Figure 1. A regular FtNS number to the RNS floatlng-point umber t Andomxation. 
For simplicity we can define the maximum absolute value of the magnitude of mantissa,/~1, 
be the maximum number which is the power of 10 and no greater than ~/~.  In order to to 
reduce the complexity and to obtain a good precision, we define the normalized RNS floating- 
point numbers as follows. 
DEFINITION 8. We say that an RNS ~oating-point umber (sA, E) is normalized if the number 
of digits in A is equal to [log10 RelJ and tile MSD is non-zero. 
The magnitude of mantissa of a normalized RNS floating-point umber has ([log10 P~I]) digits 
and the (Llogl0 RelJ - 1)th digit (MSD) is non-zero. The normalization ofan RNS number needs 
to shift the magnitude of mantissa left or right and increment (for shifting right) or decrement 
(for shifting left) the exponent at the same time. The following procedure shifts one digit position 
right in an RNS number. 
PROCEDURE 1. (right shift one digit) Subtract from the RNS number the LSD of that number, 
and then multiply the difference by the multiplicative inverse of 10, I10-11mi. 
A number subtracting its LSD is divisible by 10, and multiplying which by the inverse of 10 is 
equal to right shifting of one digit position. The left shift operation in RNS can be completed by 
the following procedure. 
PltOCEDUP~ 2. (left shift one digit) Multiply the RNS number by 10. 
Obviously, a number multiplied by 10 is equal to shifting it one digit position left and fill the 
right most digit position (LSD) with a zero. In order to perform the digit shifting in the RNS, we 
need to know the least significant digit (LSD) of the number. The LSD of a base-10 number is 
equal to the number ood 10, therefore, a redundant modulus 10 is needed to find the LSD of an 
RNS number. If we represent the number mod 10 in binary, the least significant bit (LSB) of it 
is equal to the number mod 2, thus the redundant modulus 2 requested in number compariaons 
mentioned in Section 2.2 can be saved once modulus 10 is available. The following procedure 
describes the conversion of a regular RNS number to an RNS floating-point number. 
Residue number systems 
* @: t~ opmm. at'÷ or-. 
No ~ Yu 
I ss . l  
t _J  yu•• z~ 
No ~Yu No 
] 
Figure 2. Algorithm for the addition/subtractlon in the RNS floating-point arith- 
metic. 
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PROCEDURE 3. (I~NS floating-point number conversions) 
(i) Find for the RNS number its absolute value (by Definition I) and record the sign as s. 
Set the exponent, E, to be 0. If the number is greater than or equal to Re j, then go to 
step (ii), otherwise go to step (iii). 
(ii) Shift this number ight one digit position (see Procedure 1) and add 1 to the exponent E. 
Repeat his operation until the number is less than Rej. The magnitude of the mantissa 
and the exponent are therefore obtained, and next go to step (iv). 
(iii) If the number is less than Re/, shift it left one digit position (see Procedure 2) and subtract 
1 from the exponent. Repeat he procedure until the number becomes greater than or equal 
to Re/, then shift the number ight one digit position and add 1 to the exponent. The 
magnitude of mantissa nd the value of the exponent are therefore obtained, and next go 
to step (iv). 
(iv) The s, A, and E are thus obtained, and the RNS floating-point number is denoted as 
(sA, E). 
The corresponding flow chart format is shown in Figure 1. 
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4. RNS FLOATING-POINT NUMBER ARITHMETICS 
Let X = ( sxAx ,Ex)  = sxAx  x 10 J~x and Y = ( syAy ,Ey)  = 8yAy X 10  EY  be two 
floating-point numbers. We define Z = X ® Y = ( szAz ,Ez )  = szAz  x 10 Bz resulted from 
the floating-point arithmetics of X and Y, where ® is the operator of the arithmetics of addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, or division. 
4.1. Additions and Subtractions 
Suppose that X and Y are two floating-point numbers expressed as ( sxAx ,Ex)  and 
(8l,Al, ,Ey) respectively, without loss of generality, assume El, >_ Ex and the result of X 
add/subtract Y represented as(szAz,  Ez). The addition/subtraction of X and Y in the floating- 
point arithmetics can be performed as follows. 
Let X = sxA'  x x 10 BY then 
Z -- X =l: Y = (sxA'  x -4-8yAy) × 10 EY -- (8zAz ,Ez )  
The exponent parts must be made equal before performing this addition or the subtraction. We 
call this procedure an exponent alignment. In the exponent alignment, we increase the smaller 
exponent o the same as the larger exponent, and at the mean time shift the corresponding 
magnitude of mantissa right. Recall that the maximum number of the magnitude of mantissa 
in the floating-point number is Re/ - 1, hence the number of digits in the mantissa part is 
[loglo Re/J, denoted as NDM. If the difference of Ex and Ey is greater than NDM, the shifting 
right procedure causes an OMZ to the number with the smaller exponent. From Table 1 we 
can find the solution of the addition or the subtraction involving an OMZ: ~ -4- N = :i:N or 
N-4-e -- N. In these cases, the result of the addition or the subtraction equals the number which 
has a larger exponent. Theorem 3 can be applied to compare the exponents of the two numbers. 
After finishing the exponent alignment, we can perform the addition or the subtraction. Notice 
that subtracting a negative number is equivalent to adding a positive number. In our procedure, 
an operation caused by an operator over two operands i considered as an addition of two addends. 
The sign of the addends is decided by the operator and the sign of the operand. The following 
procedure describes the RNS floating-point addition/subtraction arithmetics. 
PROCEDURE OF ADDITION/SUBTRACTION. 
(i) Exponent alignment. 
Compare the exponents of X and Y: 
(a) If the difference is greater than NDM, the result of the addition/subtraction is equal 
to the operand with a larger exponent, and stop. 
(b) If the difference is less than NDM, shift the number with a smaller exponent right 1 
digit position and subtract 1 to the exponent. Repeat the right shifting procedure 
until the exponent of the numbers are the same, go to (ii). 
(ii) If the signs of the two addends are different, complement the addend with a negative sign, 
and add the two addends to get Az. If Az is negative, complement Az and assign 1 to 
sz, otherwise assign 0 to Az. Go to (iv). 
(iii) I f  the signs of the two addends are the same, add two addends to get Az, and set sx to 
sz, go to (iv). 
(iv) If Az is greater than or equal to Re#,, shift Az one digit right and add 1 to the exponent. If 
Az is smaller than Re j, shift Az one digit left and subtract 1 from the exponent. Repeat 
the left shift procedure until Az is greater than or equal to Re j, then shift it one digit 
right and add 1 back to the exponent. 
The above procedure is for mantissa duringthe xecuting normalization. The exponent 
may overflow (> -~2 -1) or underflow (< _~-1) .  In that case, set the flag OVER or 
UNDER to 1 respectively, and stop. 
The flow chart of the addition/subtraction is shown in Figure 2. 
Residue n.mber systema 
OVI~J~LOW I 
i 
t No 
Sz=Sx .EXOR. $y 
Az=Ax X Ay 
EzfEx+Ey 
1 
(NDM-I) digits 
z ~ ~ o ~ w  
£ 
Figure 3. Algorithm for the multiplication i the RNS floating-point arithmetic. 
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• l.$. Multiplication 
The multiplication of X and Y is defined as 
Z = X x Y = (8x ~ sy)Ax  x Ay  x 10 Ex+BY = ( szAz ,Ez ) ,  
where @ denotes the Exclusive-OR logic operation. For a normalized floating-point umber there 
axe [lOgl0 Re]J - NDM digits in the magnitude of mantissa. Therefore, the multiplication of two 
normMized floating-point umbers will generate 2(NDM) or [2(NDM) -- 1] digits in the magnitude 
of mantissa. We should shift the magnitude of the mantissa NDM or (NDM -- 1) digit positions 
right for the normalization after the multiplication. The procedure for the multiplication of X 
and Y are as follows. 
PROCEDURE OF MULTIPLICATION. 
(i) I fEx  + Ey  > ~ set OVER=I andstop. I fEx  Ey < Mm- I  set UNDER=I and 2 ' 2 ' stop. 
(ii) If Ex  + Ey  -F NDM -- 1 > _~1,  then set OVEP~-I and stop. 
(iii) sz  -- 8x @ $y, Az  - Ax  × Ay ,  and Ez  = Ex  + Ey .  Shift Az right for (NDM -- 1) 
digit positions and add (NDM -- 1) to Ez. 
Ym 
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TI~[P=Ex-Ey-NDM [ 
Y~ 
X M.dl~ lcl~ 
NDM digit, 
S~ .I~OR. Sy 
Az=[Az/Ay] 
E~=Bx-By 
t,rND~I.,OW 
J 
J 
'I~ ,,~fimm inIt~um 5~m be 
qqpti~ m fred {Ax/Ay] 
l 
Z,h~r~ OV~m~W 
Figure 4. Algorithm for the division in the RNS floatlng-point arithmetic. 
(iv) I fAz  >_ Re/, shift Az right 1 digit and add 1 to Ez. I fEz  > -~-~,  set OVEIL=I and 
stop the procedure. 
The flow chart of the multiplication is shown in Figure 3. 
,L$. Division 
The division of X and Y is defined as 
X Ax 10(/~x_~.y) z = = (sx 8y) yy x = (szAz,  Ez)  
In order to get agood precision in the division arithmetic, we put 2NBM di~ts in the msmtimm 
of the dividend, call it A'x, NDM digits in the divisor, and the quotient will be of NDM ff~te. 
The operation to be performed is 
(sxAx,Ex)  : (sx(Ax x 10NvM), (Ex - NDM)) = (sxAIx,(Ex - NDM)), 
and Z = (sx ~ Sy)-~ × 10 (Ex-Er-Nv~). A similar division algorithm as is given by [5] 
be applied to find the magnitude of the quotient, -~y. Figure 5 is the revised P~NS division C8A1 
algorithm for the mantissa. The division procedure is as follows. 
P~ddue n,,rnhc~ systems 
+ 
i ++,-,+, i ~I,Q~,QB-t 
~.~1~2"~, j = 
I ,r I I 
Figure 5. Division algorithm. 
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PROCEDURE OF DIVISION. 
(i) If Ex  - NDM < --M~2- I then the quotient underflows (from Table 2). Set UNDER-1 
and stop. 
(ii) Shift Ax left NDM digits, and subtract NDM from Ex. Then, subtract Ey from the 
exponent, and obtain 
EZ = EX - NDM -- Ey .  
I fEz  > ~ set OVER=I and stop. I fEz  < _Ma-1  set UNDER=I and stop. 2 ' 2 ' 
(ili) Apply the division algorithm in Figure 5 to find Az = -~y. Set sz = sx ~ 8y. 
(iv) If Az >_ Re/, shift Az one digit right and add 1 to Ez. If Ez > Ms-1,  set OVEP~I 
and stop. 
The flow chart of the division is shown in Figure 4. 
5. CONCLUSION 
A new concept of the RNS floating-point numbers has been proposed. Splitting the modulus 
set into two subsets, we represent the base-10 mantissa nd exponent each by a subset. No mixed- 
radix number conversion is required other than RNS arithmetics, which makes the conversion of 
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the regular RNS numbers to the RNS floating-point n-_m]~ers very easy. To obtain the better 
precision, normslized RNS flosting-point numbers have been described. The normalization of 
the P~TS is realized by the left/right shift of the mantissa, and the increment/decrement of 
the exponent, which are made simple due to the application of the redundant modulus and the 
multiplicative inverse. Other new techniques such as parity checking are also adopted for, say, the 
number comparison. All these features make our RNS flosting-point arithmetics less complicated, 
and more efficient, hence attractive in speed and practical for implementation. 
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